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The Place Alliance is in its third year of existence as a movement that 
champions quality of place through better communication, collaboration 
and the proactive advocacy of better design. The Place Alliance was set up 
in the wake of the Farrell Review, and amongst other things attempts to fill 
some of the gaps left by the demise of the Commission of Architecture and 
the Built Environment (CABE). One very successful long running initiative 
of CABE was its programme of urban design summer schools and it is this 
model that we adopted to run our own summer school in September 
2016.

We hope that the three days were informative, perhaps even 
inspirational, but above all fun and engaging, demonstrating to 
all participants both the power of good urban design, why it is 
an objective worth pursuing, and how we can all play a part in its 
delivery. The aim was for participants come away from the school 
with new competences in urban design; but more than that, to gain 
a new confidence and energy to seek to engage in the ongoing 
battle for design quality.

Congratulations to all who completed the Place Alliance Summer School 
2016!

 
Professor Matthew Carmona
Chair, The Place Alliance
Professor of Planning and Urban Design at the Bartlett School of Planning

Welcome
Place Alliance is a movement for place quality. 
It is founded on the idea that through collaboration and 
better communication we can establish a culture whereby 
the quality of place becomes an everyday national and 
local priority. Place Alliance is open to all and brings 
together organisations and individuals who share the belief 
that the quality of our built environment has a profound 
influence on people’s lives.
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01 The Place Alliance Summer School 2016

In September 2016 the Place Alliance teamed up with a number of its supporters to develop a summer 
school aimed at a wide range of professionals and decision-makers involved in making and sustaining 
successful places. The aim of this intensive three-day course was to help delegates develop the 
knowledge, skills and passion to confidently create successful places, whether in an urban, suburban or 
rural context.

The very first Place Alliance Urban Design Summer School was held 
15 - 17 September 2016 at University College London, and attracted 
43 delegates. 

This intensive three-day course provided a grounding in ideas 
about the nature, role and contemporary relevance of urban 
design and aimed at breaking down the barriers between built 
environment professions. 

The Summer School:

•  introduced delegates to urban design principles and 
processes

•  took them systematically through the stages of site analysis, 
visioning and coding

•  introduced the basic skills required to communicate urban 
design

• inspired with the latest thinking and practice in urban design

Each day focused on a different stage of the design process, from 
analysis to design concept, to coding and design review.

The programme was structured into a series of masterclasses over 
the three days, along with other activities such as workshops, site 
visits and networking.

This diary provides a summary of the Summer School daily activities 
in which we hope to have captured the spirit of the event and the 
energy and creativity of those three days. 
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02 The Masterclasses

DAY 1: Thursday, 15 September – “Understanding Place” – David Rudlin, URBED

DAY 2: Friday, 16 September – “Vision for Place” – Laura Mazzeo, FARRELLS

DAY 3: Saturday, 17 September – “Place-making through Form-based Code”, Roger Evans and 
             Annemarie de Boom , Studio I REAL

David Rudlin

David Rudlin manages URBED (Urbanism Environment 
and Design) and is also a director of the URBED Trust. 
He is a planner by training and started his career with 
Manchester City Council with responsibility for the 
early stages of the redevelopment of Hulme. He was 
secretary of the Homes for Change housing cooperative, 
responsible for commissioning one of the flagship 
buildings of the Hulme Redevelopment.

David was a member of the CABE design review 
committee from 2002 to 2005 and a trustee of CUBE (the 
Centre for the Understanding of the Built Environment) 
in Manchester from 1999 to 2005. He is Chair of Beam in 
Wakefield, joint Chair of the Sheffield Design Panel and a 
founder Academician of the Academy for Urbanism.

David recently won the 2014 Wolfson Economic Prize, 
answering the question ‘How would you deliver a new 
garden city which is visionary, economically viable, and 
popular?

“Understanding Place”
• Figure ground
• “Soft and squidgy” areas
• Understanding urban form 
• Trellis plans
• Masterplanning in complex urban areas
• Isochrome plans
• Urban design in practice

Liverpool’s ‘Knowledge Quarter’, URBED, 2007
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Laura Mazzeo

“Vision for Place”
• Understanding the bigger picture 
• ‘Place’ as the client
• The power of the Narrative 
• Landscape is the first infrastructure 
•  Height versus density: Typologies for work, 

live, play
• Catalysts and Placemakers
• Everyday architecture vs icons 
• Autonomous Vehicles : streets of the future

Laura, associate at Farrells, is an award-winning 
architect and urban designer with extensive 
international experience specialising in large, 
complex, regeneration masterplans and urban 
developments.

In the UK, Laura has been involved in and led large 
scale complex masterplans such as Bishopsgate 
Goodsyard, Old Oak Common, Earls Court and 
Meridian Water, working on the urban design 
aspects as well as the strategic thinking behind the 
placemaking of those key areas of London.

In Hong Kong, Laura was instrumental to securing 
the planning approval for Farrells West Kowloon 
Cultural District masterplan, later leading to 
Farrells being appointed along with JV partners 
Herzog and de Meuron to design M+, Asia’s first 
contemporary art museum.Liverpool’s ‘Knowledge Quarter’, URBED, 2007

Convoys Wharf, FARRELLS, 2012
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Roger has led major urban design studies for a wide range of 
historic, new and emerging towns and cities throughout the UK 
and also in Europe and the Middle East. 

He led the research and writing of the new Urban Design 
Compendium 2 (UDC2) for what is now the Homes and 
Communities Agency. Studio | REAL received the Urban Design 
Group Practice Award for 2012 and the new neighbourhood at 
Newhall, Harlow, for which we are master planners, is currently 
listed for the AoU Best Neighbourhood Award 2016. 

Roger is an Academician of the Academy of Urbanism, a Trustee 
of the Urban Design Group and a past enabler for CABE.Roger Evans

“Delivering Place-making Through Design Coding”
• From vision to reality: 
    how to deliver urban design concepts
• Considerations: 

 » Control of land
 » Resources
 » Means of delivery

• Why code?
• Different types of code: 

 » Topic-based (design guides)
 » Regulating plans (form-based code)

• What to code?
• Three levels of coding

 » Urban structure
 » Massing
 » Building detail

• Examples from practice
 » Brownfield site for a local authority
 » Urban extension

Havant Town Centre, studio I REAL, 2016
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Annemarie has over 15 years of experience in planning and designing 
for the improvement of existing urban areas as well as masterplanning 
of new neighbourhoods. She led projects such as the Barkingside Town 
Centre Improvement Plan and Witham Town Centre Strategy and recently 
prepared a design code for the redevelopment of the Market Parade area 
in Havant. 

She was responsible for the yearly update of Urban Design Compendium 
2 for the Homes and Communities Agency, researching the latest best 
practice examples of delivering successful places.
She has previously worked at Colin Buchanan and also at BGSV, Rotterdam 
and PWA, Sydney before joining studio | REAL.

Delegate Profile No.1

1. Name
Sophia Bix

2. Occupation/Role
Conservation and Design Officer at Norwich 
City Council

3. Brief bio
• Born and grew up in Kings Lynn in Norfolk.
•  Trained as an Historian and Archaeologist at 

Leicester University, but developed a fear of 
wet winters and mud!

•  I undertook at MSC in Historic Conservation 
at Oxford Brookes University.

•  Spent 10 years at the Royal Borough 
of Kensington and Chelsea, during that 
time I undertook various roles including 
Enforcement Officer, Conservation Officer 
and Senior Conservation Officer.

4.Reason  for coming to the 
summer school
In my most recent role I have become involved 
in large schemes for re-development of many 
sites within the city to provide a mix of retail/
commercial and residential accommodation.  
I feel that I could benefit from a refresher in 
the principles of good urban design to aid 
advice giving and decision making.

5.Favourite public space 
The landscaped area between the Blue 
Mosque and Hagia Sophia in Istanbul with 
landscaped gardens/hardstanding, flower 
beds, benches and fountains – flanked either 
side by beautiful mosques.

6. One fun/unusual fact 
about you  
I once asked David Dimbleby for a drink on 
Question Time!

Annemarie              de Boom

Havant Town Centre, studio I REAL, 2016
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03 The Design Project

The place making project run over the three days of the summer school and moved from analysis, 
through vision to prescription.  For the purposes of the project the delegates were organised 
between 8 groups of four/five according to their background in order to bring their various 
perspectives and skills to bear on the project and support one another.  In each group delegates 
were are to play the role of a local authority planning team, looking to explore the potential of a site 
and set key parameters for its future development. 

The Study Area

“The Tottenham Hale area benefits from unique 
environmental, social and economic assets. The 
open landscape of the Lee Valley Regional Park is 
a short walk away from Tottenham Hale station 
as a major leisure and community resource; 
there is a diverse and tight-knit local community 
who are passionate about the future of the area; 
and Tottenham Hale is emerging as  a location 
of choice for a growing community of creative 
industries. 

Tottenham Hale is a key strategic location in 
London which has significant potential for new 
investment to create new homes and employment. 
Central to this transformation will be the 
emergence of a new 'district centre’.”

The Site 
TH6: Ashley Road South    
        Employment Area;
TH7: Ashley Road North
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DESIGN PROJECT PART ONE  “Understanding Place though physical form”
The first part of the project focussed on the vital task of understanding the existing character and 
qualities of place.

Aims:
•  To understand the importance of place analysis as the foundation of good urban design
•  To understand the role the physical layout and form plays in defining qualities of place
•  To complete a morphological analysis of the site utilizing the method of figure ground
•  To interpret the findings and what they mean for the strengths and weaknesses of the 

area, and the opportunities that the site presents
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Delegate Profile No.2

1. Name
Tim Walker

2. Occupation/Role
Programme Manager, Parks and Leisure, 
London Borough of Southwark 

3. Brief bio
•  I am 1 year into a 2 years secondment post, 

currently overseeing a £50m portfolio of 
capital investment projects in Southwark’s 
parks, open spaces and leisure centres

•  My substantive post is within the highways 
department as a manager in the network 
development team. The main focus of that 
role is around the regulation (and therefore 
allocation / reallocation) of space on the 
public highway.

4.Reason  for coming to the 
summer school
The course looks to provide a nice bridge 
between my current secondment role and my 
main substantive post. 
I’d like to increase my experience in the 
technical aspects of place making.

5.Favourite public space 
Any chaotic junction in Bangkok!

6.One fun/unusual fact 
   about you  
In my spare time, I’m a very keen 
photographer, mostly of urban cityscapes:
www.electricphotography.co.uk 

DESIGN PROJECT PART TWO “Defining a Vision for Place”
The second part of the project moved from analysis to vision.  This is a conceptual leap that is often 
difficult to make, not least because most urban sites will offer many different potential directions 
for a designer to take. 

Aims:
• To work through an iterative conceptual design process 
• To build a vision based on a thorough understanding of the existing urban context
• To build confidence in advancing positive propositions for change
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DESIGN PROJECT PART THREE  “Delivering Place-making through design coding””
The final part of the project involved the move from concept to delivery. Here the key concern 
was the public interest, and in particular which aspects of the conceptual design were critical to 
ensuring that the long-term public interest was being served through the development.

Aims:
•  To move from concept to delivery by identifying and fixing the non-negotiable future 

parameters of place
• To do this through the preparation of a simple and effective design code
• To explore the value of peer review through a final design review exercise 
•  Through these means to explore the appropriate limits of the public sector role in defining 

the design of development
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04 Tips & Tricks

Hot tips and tricks are 45-minute workshops highlighting key design topics to assist with the 
development of the project. The hot tips and tricks sessions deal with topics delegates need to 
know about urban film and photography, drawings for urban design, and the ingredients of good 
presentations.

David is an architect and planner with 
extensive experience in producing 
development strategies for mixed-use, 
leisure, commercial, and residential 
developments.

David’s skill lies in making projects 
happen. He is highly effective at 
creating innovative project strategies 
and building the collaborations 
required to take projects forward. 
He is an experienced urban design 
trainer, with specialisms in public 
realm design guidance, negotiating 
planning and development projects. 
He is a teaching fellow at UCL and 
has been an external examiner at 
the University of Greenwich. His 
publications include From Design 
Policy to Design Quality and 
Qualityreviewer.

David Chapman

““Tips & Tricks” Workshops

1. Urban photography
This workshop explained how to use photography in the
design process for recording and measuring; and 
representing buildings and places.
Advice was given on the composition of photographs of 
urban scenes; on using photographs in drawing sketches; 
and in accurate visual representations.

2. Urban Drawings
This workshop addressed the various types of drawings 
used to represent urban projects at different stages of the 
design process: from concept to delivery.
Advice was given on when and where different drawings 
are appropriate; their content and detail; and the relevant 
benefits of hand-drawing versus computer visualisation. 

3.Presenting Urban Projects
This workshop discussed the qualities of a good 
presentation for urban design projects and proposals.
Advice was given on the types of presentations available; 
relative strength and weaknesses; graphic styles; 
the balance between illustrations and text; and the level
and types of information required.
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05 Planning Regrets

“Woolwich Central is at best a red herring and at worst an obstacle on Woolwich’s road to recovery. 
It may not be a carbuncle but it is a flawed project and I regret my role as its midwife.” 

Alex Grant was chair of Greenwich council’s planning board when the residential and retail 
complex was given consent back in 2007. Although the scheme was a lot better when it was given 
outline approval, it was clearly flawed from the outset. What lessons can similar town centres learn?

Alex Grant is a lecturer, writer and consultant specialising in urban 
development and heritage. He has 15 years’ experience at the front-line of 
politics and planning. 

Alex was a Labour councillor in the Royal Borough of Greenwich in 1998-
2014, and chaired the council’s planning board between 2006 and 2010. 
He has also worked as a senior researcher for Nick Raynsford MP (a former 
Minister for London, Housing and Planning) and at Indigo Public Affairs, 
working on community consultation for the residential conversion of the 
Centre Point tower, and large housing developments at Mount Pleasant, 
Canary Wharf and Shoreditch.

He has written about contemporary development for the Guardian and 
Building Design and is writing a book about contemporary development in 
London, and elsewhere, due to be published in 2017. 

Woolwich Central
How town centre retail can go wrong
The Woolwich Central development - a huge Tesco 
supermarket with several hundred housing units around 
it - was meant to spearhead the revival of Woolwich, a 
deprived town centre in south-east London. Instead the 
development won the carbuncle Cup in 2012 and is now 
seen to be a barrier to the town’s regeneration rather 
than a catalyst. 

In his candid presentation Alex explained how 
and why the scheme was approved, and how the 
promised benefits were diluted in a series of cost-saving 
changes between 2007 and the scheme’s completion in 
2012. He also reflected on the wider challenges facing 
Woolwich and other places like it, and the pros and cons 
of large town-centre retail developments. 

1: Strategic Plans can be worthless

2: “Regeneration” should not be 
sought at any price.

3: The “Town Centres first” principle 
for large retail developments may 
be counter-productive

4: The devil is ALWAYS in the detail

5: Proper design review needs to 
happen right at the start
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Delegate Profile No.3

1. Name
Michela Leoni

2. Occupation/Role
Planning Officer at Westminster City Council

3. Brief bio
•  Italian young professional trained in town 

planning and urban regeneration, with 
diverse and international academic and 
professional experience developed across 
Italy, Portugal, UK, and South Korea. 

•  I am passionate about creating quality places 
for people, and am particularly interested in 
the role of perception in shaping behaviour 
in urban contexts and in its potential as a 
tool for regeneration.

4.Reason  for coming to the 
summer school
Looking for opportunities to better explore 
the urban design realm and to broaden my 
skills and experience. I am also very much 
welcoming any chance to meet professionals 
working in town planning and related fields to 
exchange ideas and gain interesting insights.

5.Favourite public space 
Venice’s vaporettos: I find the crammed 
nature of a trip on these water buses to 
be an exceptional “suspended space” that 
forces people to interact with eachother – to 
observe, help, endure and get upset at one 
another.

6.One fun/unusual fact 
about you  
I like to put milk first and cereals after, so that 
they will stay crunchy!

Woolwich Central Tesco Extra, front elevation and new pedestrian walkway , Wilmott Dixon, 2014
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06 Site Visits: Exemplars of Good Practice

Two site visits were organised as part of the Summer School programme to provide the participants 
with the opportunity to learn from experiencing a variety of urban contexts. 
The visits included two case studies that represent both best practice and varied professional 
environments in order to show the complexities of the design and development process of large 
scale residential and mixed-use developments.

King’s Cross

“The 67 acre development at King’s Cross is one of the largest 
regeneration projects in Europe. This new neighbourhood is built on a 
vision of inclusivity, drawing on the area’s rich and diverse heritage 
and strong sense of community. 

What was an underused industrial wasteland is being transformed 
into a new part of the city with homes, shops, offices, galleries, bars, 
restaurants, schools, and even a university.”

King’s Cross is being developed by the King’s Cross Central Limited 
Partnership (LLP). The partnership is the single land owner at King’s 
Cross, making development and delivery easier. Many of the people 
working on the project have been involved from the beginning. This 
brings an unusual level of continuity and commitment. 

Mr. Robert Evans, Executive Director and Partner of the LLP, joined 
by Lucy Hawkes, Planning Team, kindly agreed to explain the project 
development and then take the delegates on a walking tour. King’s Cross Central, 

Allies and Morrison and 
Porphyrios Associates, 2007
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Woodberry Down

Woodberry Down is Genesis Housing Association’s largest 
regeneration project. It involves demolishing 1,980 homes on the estate 
and building more than 5,500 new ones, with 41% for social renting 
and shared ownership. A range of new facilities is also being built, 
including: three new public parks, a community centre and library, a 
new Academy and extended primary school, a new children’s centre 
and retail and commercial opportunities.

The 20 year programme is one of the largest in Europe and is being 
delivered in partnership with Berkeley Homes, Genesis Housing 
Association, Hackney Homes, the Greater London Authority, Manor 
House Development Trust and the Woodberry Down Community 
Organisation (WDCO) resident steering group.

Daniel Massie, Development Manager for Berkeley, gave our 
group an overview of extensive public consultation and 
considerable input from residents. and an update on the build 
programme.

King’s Cross Central, 
Allies and Morrison and 
Porphyrios Associates, 2007 Woodberry Down Masterp 
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07 Design Review

The final session of the Place Alliance Summer School was focused around the Design Review 
process. Following a presentation from Professor Carmona, the delegates’ groups were paired in 
order to participate in a mock-up design review session, where each group had to present their 
design scheme to the respective review panel. The Chair of the Design Review Panel was in charge 
of co-ordinating the panel discussion and lead the response to the design team.

“Design Review”
• Understanding the bigger picture 
• The history of design review - 1802 to today
• Lessons from CABE
• Preparing for review - a systematic analysis
• Conducting review - a critical interrogation
• Feeding back - constructive guidance

Urban Design Skills Ltd Christmas card (Rob Cowan, 2008)
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Delegate Profile No.4

1. Name
Graham Clements

2. Occupation/Role
Senior Strategic Planner at the GLA

3. Brief bio
•  Having specialised in urban design as part of 

my Planning MA, I am now a member of the 
GLA’s Development & Projects team where 
I play a key role providing planning advice 
to the Mayor of London and promoting 
sustainable growth and regeneration in 
order to deliver London Plan objectives. 

•  Working in a strategic capacity, and leading 
on various applications that the Mayor has 
‘called in’, I have helped to secure planning 
approvals for numerous major housing, 

commercial and mixed-use schemes across 
the Greater London area. 

4.Reason  for coming to the  
summer school
To enhance my design skills for the benefit 
of my work influencing strategic planning 
applications and developing an Opportunity 
Area Planning Framework for Hayes & 
Harlington. 

5.Favourite public space 
St. Mark’s Square, Venice

6.One fun/unusual fact 
about you  
I am surprisingly good at animal noises!
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08 Evening Socials

It’s not all about working hard in our Summer School! Two social events were planned to offer the 
delegates - and the staff! - time to socialise, relax and have fun. On the first evening, we concluded 
the inspiring King’s Cross talk and tour by Argent at the Parcel Yard pub for some food, drinks, and, 
in the best British pub tradition, an urban design inspired pub quiz hosted by Rob Cowan. The next 
evening, after a walk around the Woodberry Down development, we were welcomed by the staff at 
Gallipoli Again, a Turkish & Mediterranean restaurant in Islington.

Rob Cowan

Rob Cowan is an urbanist, trainer, writer and director of the consultancy 
UDS. He is editor of Context, the journal of the Institute of Historic 
Building Conservation. 

His publications include The Dictionary of Urbanism; The Connected 
City; Urban Design Guidance; three design guides for the Scottish 
Government; and a book of his cartoons, Plandemonium. With Kelvin 
Campbell he was the joint author of By Design (the UK government’s first 
urban design guidance), Re:Urbanism and, most recently, The Radical 
Incrementalist. 

Rob has originated three urban design methods: the Placecheck method 
of urban design audit; the skills appraisal method Capacitycheck; and 
the design appraisal method Qualityreviewer. 

His cartoon videos are at www.plandemonium.org and
he tweets @cowanrob

Urban Oddity
The Parcel Yard is located in 
the old 10,000 square foot Great 
Northern Railway parcel office 
where mail freight was once 
accepted and sorted. The pub is 
one of the few Grade-I listed pubs 
in London with the George in 
Southwark being another.
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The 2016 Class:
Ahmed Elsherif
Alex Jeremy
Andy Radice
Anthony Raccio
Beth Lackenby
Blanka Hay
Charles Power
Cindy Houeis
Claire Quinn
Graham Clements 
Graham Mansfield
Harriet Beattie
John Coker
Jonathan Finch 
Katie Glasgow
Kian Saedi
Libby Harper

Lydia Nutt
Marina Milosev
Michael Reynolds
Michela Leoni
Mongezi Ndlela
Monsur Rahman
Nicola Rankin
Nicola Murphy-Evans
Oliver Emary
Owain Jones
Philip Mills
Rebecca Frost
Rosie Hardicker 
Ruhul Aziz
Shamim Akhter
Shelim Shakir 
Sika Antonio

Sophia Bix
Sumit Sharma
Tena Petrovic
Thanbir Ahmed
Tim Walker
Valentina Ballerani
Yasmina Zakhem
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The Summer School Team 
(in alphabetical order)

• Annamarie de Boom

• Matthew Carmona 

• David Chapman

• Wendy Clarke 

• Rob Cowan

• Roger Evans

• Stefania Fiorentino

• Valentina Giordano

• Alex Grant

• Laura Mazzeo

• David Rudlin

Thank Yous and Acknowledgements

Our first Place Alliance Summer School could not have happened without financial support from 
the Bartlett Enterprise Development Fund (BEDF),  which provides funding for activities that 
generate, or support enterprise collaborations, impact-related activities, and life learning initiatives. 

A big thank you also goes to all the consultants who freely offered their time and expertise to run 
each of the Summer School activities. We are really grateful that Place Alliance can count on such a 
great level of support. 

Finally, thank you to the people working behind the scenes: UCL services, such as UCL Life Learning,  
UCL Finance & business Affairs, Estates and other members of staff whose advice has been 
invaluable to help us set up such a big event.
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